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Meet the small colour printer that doesn’t 
compromise on cost effectiveness,
productivity or efficiency.

The C650 from OKI, delivers the performance, media handling 
and cost-efficiency of a workgroup device, in the format of an 
extremely compact A4 colour desktop printer.

Make short work of everything from hazardous goods labels to 
customer invoices with high-speed printing in rich LED colour.

Full front access means the device is not only tiny but also fits 
into the tightest of spaces with no requirement to open any side 
of the device, except the front, throughout the life of the printer. 

Durable components ensure reliability long into the future. And, 
with running costs designed for heavy use the C650 makes 
high-volume, high-quality colour label printing inexpensive and 
efficient. 

Key Features

•  BS5609-capable, when used with Hibiscus materials
•  Ideal for GHS/CLP labelling
•  Extremely compact
•  Superior print speed - up to 35 pages per minute
•  Reliable - designed for a long, durable life
•  Prints B8 to 216x1321mm, up to 256gsm
•  Exceptional print quality
•  Unrivalled ROI
•  Duplex fitted as standard

Why the C650?
Extremely compact designed to work in the tightest of spaces, the C650’s small frame requires a minimal space to operate. With full front 
access and only 2cm required on the sides to function and for maintenance, the C650 can be placed almost anywhere.

Superior print speed – Despite the minimal size, and minimal maintenance space required, the C650 outperforms in both print speed 
and media handling, printing up to 35 pages a minute, while also printing with ease on media up to 256gsm or up to 1.32m long.

Reliable thanks to its new unique design, making much more use of metal in place of plastic, the C650 is the most robust device in its class. 
Designed for a long, durable life, it simply gets on with its job.

Exceptional print quality – Create labels and documents in stunning colour with LED technology, quickly and easily without compromise.

Unrivalled ROI – The C650 is designed to print, and print, and print. Its very long life and high duty cycle are supported with separate 
toners and drums to ensure the maximum usage of all consumables – perfect for high volume, high coverage colour printing. 
All consumables are user changeable with no hidden surprises. The C650 just gets on with its job, enabling you to get on with yours.


